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SOLUTIONSt
Late solutions:
Problems 62-12, 63-1, and 63-3 were also solved by SIDNEY SPITAL (California State Polytechnic College).
Problem 62-7 was also solved by J. K. MACKENZIE (Chemical Research Laboratories, Melbourne, Victoria), who gives the more comnplete numerical result P(r)/27r = 1.275659 -0.12500 r -0.039306r2 + 0.003906 l r I' + 0.000914r4 -0.000072 l r I' -* * *, for I r J < 2.
Problem 63-6, Asymptotic Distribution of Lattice Points in a Random Rectangle, by WALTER WEISSBLUM (AVCO Corporation).
An n X n-' rectangle is thrown at random on the plane with angle uniiformly distributed in 0 < 0 < 27r and center of rectangle also uniformly distributed in 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1. Find the limit as n -* oo of the distribution of the number of lattice points contained in the rectangle.
Solution by N. G. DE BRUIJN (Technological University, Eindhoven, Netherlands).
Let p, (n) be the probability of catching j lattice points; pi denotes its limit as n -oo . We have 00 ~~~~~~~~00
(1) 2 p,(n) = 1,
since the expectation of j equals the area of the rectangle. We shall show that
and then (1) produces the values of p0 and p1 :
If three lattice points form a proper triangle, then its area is ' . So if our rectangle catches all three, two of them lie in vertices of the triangle. As this happens with probability zero, we may assume that if more than two lattice points are caught, then they are all on a line.
Let v be a nonzero vector with integral components. To each lattice point P we let correspond a "needle", viz., the line segment (P, P + v). The probability that our rectangle catches a needle is easily shown to be K(j v 1), where I v I is the length of v, and
Let tj(n; v) be the probability that the rectangle catches exactly j lattice points (j > 2) with difference vector v (that is, the probability that there exists a lattice point P such that P + v, *-, P + jv are inside, but P and P + (j + 1)v outside). The probability for catching a needle corresponding to a vector kv can now be expressed as follows:
whence, for j = 2, 3,
So for j = 2, 3, ,we have p,(n) = s,+1(n) -2s,(n) + s,_I(n), where for k= 1,2,-
where * denotes that the summation is taken over all primitive vectors with integral components ("primitive" means that the components have g.c.d. 1; in other words, that the vector is not a multiple of a smaller integral vector). The factor I arises from the fact that if a sequence of lattice points can be described by a vector v, then it can also be described by -v.
It remains to show that sk(n) -37r2k-' as n --* ao. We easily evaluate
Taking into account that the probability of a lattice vector being primitive equals 67r-" we obtain ! ~*K(k Jv J)r~.4. dp '~22k n/k EK K(k I v 1 *6w I do,pK(kp) dp --6ir-2 . 2w* ir-1n-2.
k-2 = 3ir-2k-2.
Iro
We remark that it follows from (2) that EOj(j -l)pj = 1, whence the expectation of the square of the number of lattice points in the rectangle equals 2.
Also, if b is a constant, 0 < b 5 1, and if we throw a rectangle n X bn-', then we obtain p0 = 1 -b + 3b2/ir2, p1 = b -21b2/47r2, p, = 37-2b-2( (j -1 )-2 -2j-2 + (j + 1)-2). If b > 1, however, the problem gets more difficult, for then there is a positive probability to catch nontrivial triangles. Show that if two nontrivial proper rotations in E3 are commutative, then they are rotations about the same axis or else rotations through 1800 about two mutually perpendicular axes.
Soluitioin by THEODORE KATSANIS (NASA, Lewis Research Center). Let A and B denote two nontrivial commutative rotations, and let XA and XB denote their respective axes. Let P be a plane containing XA and parallel to XE. If XA is parallel to XB, let 0 be any point onXA ; otherwise, let 0 be the intersec- (Rotations about the same axis).
(2) s= 0,c= -1, bil= -1, b22= -b33= c', b32= b23= s'.
(Rotations through 1800 about mutually perpendicular axes). Also solved by W. F. EBERLEIN (University of Rochester) by means of a coordinate free spinor analysis, A. MAYER (Reeves Instrument Corp.) in two ways avid by the proposer in two ways.
